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CHANTICLEER 
JSU students to vote 
today in mock presi- 
ldential election at TMB 
by Benjamin Cunningham 
Editor in chief 
JSU students will get to make their 
choice for the Presidency a couple of 
weeks before the rest of the country. 
Alpha Tau Omega and Delta Zeta  are 
sponsoring a mock election today on 
the 4th floor of the TMB from 10:OO 
a.m. to  4:00 p.m., says A T 0  secretary 
Doug Woodward. All students may 
cast their vote for  President Clinton, 
Republican nominee Bob Dole, or the 
candidate of their choice. According 
to Woodward, the presidents of the 
JSU College Republicans and Young 
Democrats will tally the votes togeth- 
er. Students will need to have their 
s tudent  ID number t o  vote ,  says  
Woodward. 
Candidates take to 
Alabama stump today 
As JSU students go  to the polls in  the 
mock election today, both President 
Clinton and Republican contender Bob  
Dole will be campaigning in Alabama. 
Clinton will  be  appearing at  
Birmingham-Southern College. 
Dole will be appearing on the steps 
of the state capitol in Montgomery at  
about 1:30 p.m., say workers at the 
state Republican headquarters. 
Rats chew up 
Stanford, Internet 
power STANFORD, source Calif.-Rats may have 
caused an enormous power outage that 
darkened Stanford University's cam- 
pus for hours and shut down Internet 
access for a host of Silicon Valley cus- 
tomers. 
"We're still speculating, but our 
understanding is that the damage was 
caused by rodents in the switch gear," 
Robert Reid, the university energy 
manager, told the Stanford Daily. "We 
found several fried, dead rats." The 
rats were found next to the damaged 
switch gear. 
Search continues for missing student 
By M a i  Martinez and SCOW Hopkin 
News and Managing Editors 
Zihui Liu (also known as 
Linda) was last seen on Friday, 
October 18, around 10 p.m. near 
the Theron Montgomery 
Building. Zihui, a Chinese 
national, lives at the Wesley 
Foundation and works in the 
Bibb Graves computer lab. 
She is 5 feet 2 inches, 27 years 
old, and has shoulder-length hair. 
She wears glasses and was wear- 
ing a "reddish, heavy coat" when 
she was last seen. 
According to Chief Tubbs of the 
University Police Department, 
Zihui's roommate notified the 
city police about 6:30 p.m. on 
Sunday. "[The] report was filed 
on Sunday the 20th," said 
Detective Bill Wineman of the 
Jacksonville Police Department, 
"and we started looking 
Monday." 
Tubbs says that UPD became 
involved around noon on Monday 
when Zihui failed to show up for 
her first class. "[It's] currently 
[being] investigated as a missing 
person." 
Zihui's sister, Ziting Lui, flew 
in from New York to help with 
the search and the investigation. 
Ziting expressed concern about 
speculation that Zihui might have 
run off with someone she was 
dating. "This very unlikely, 
would be the case for her-almost 
impossible, " said Ziting. 
To help gather additional infor- 
mation, family and friends of 
Zihui have posted flyers around 
campus and local businesses. In 
addition, they have held several 
informal meetings in room 206 of 
see Lui page 3 
SGA bill requires speakers to seek permission 
by Thomas Webb original bill would have given the 
Chanticleer News writer President of the Senate sole authority 
At this week's SGA meeting, Jarrod to approve or deny a request to speak 
Nichols, Rodney Cole, and Dusty at SGA meetings. 
Kilgore introduced a bill that pro- After the bill had been read, a motion 
posed to amend the SGA Code of Was nude to suspend the rules. The 
Laws. The bill, as presented, would rules would normally have required 
have required anyone, other than a the SGA to send the bill to the appro- 
registered JSU student, wishing to priate c~rrmittee (in this case, the 
address the Student Senate or Student Constitution/Code of Laws 
Body to submit a request to the Committee) to be voted upon by the 
President of the Senate (the First Vice SGA no SOoner than one week after 
President of the SGA, currently Matt the bill had been read in an open meet- 
Crandon) by 4:30 p.m. on the ing of the SGA. Suspending the rules 
Thursday before the meeting. The allows the SGA to vote on a proposa1 
at the same meeting that it was pre- 
sented. The motion to suspend the 
rules passed with little opposition. 
After the motion passed, the 
Senators debated the merits of the bill. 
One of the bills co-sponsors, Jarrod 
Nichols, said the bill would give Matt 
Crandon the discretion to decide 
whether a potential speaker's topic 
was relevant. This will insure that 
people will speak on subjects that are 
before the SGA. 
Senator Nyang Njie opposed the bill, 
see Bill page 3 
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*Join the Wesley Foundation each night kom 6:00 to 8:00 for a meal and a small 
program. October 30 will be a Halloween program. Join us on October 3 1 at Wesley 
at 5:oO to go Trick-or-Treating for canned goods for the poor. Come in costume! 
.Congratulations to the pledges of Sigma Nu on doing a p a t  job so far. 
.Congratulations to the new Kappa Alpha Psi officers. 
*Kappa Sigma thanks Alpha Xi Delta for a great homecoming. 
*Delta Chi will be having a haunted house Erom Oct 21-31 at 211Mountian St 
Also, thanks to Delta Zeta for a good homecoming. Congratulations, Sprout is 37. 
*IFC- would like to congratulate TKE for becoming full members of IFC. 
*Kappa Alpha thanks Phi Mu for a great homecoming. 
*?he sisters and new members of Alpha Xi would like to congratulate AKA for 
joining Panhellenic. Miranda Attwood was awarded Beay Best Sister, Shannon 
Simpson got Sister of the Week, and Jennifer Smith got New Member of the Week. 
We also want to congratulate Dee Zee for getting Sorority of the Week last week. 
*If you have an interest in the Middle Ages, the Society of Creative Anacronisrn 
meets every 'Ihursday at 6:30 on the 3rd floor of the TMB. 
*The Writem' Club meets every Wed at 3 p.m. on the 7th floor of the library. 
*The distinguished men of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Incorporated extend an 
open invitation to join us in a canned food drive on the 4th floor of TMB, Wed., Oct 
30. 
*lke Mcan American Association wiU meet Tuesday, Oct, 29 19% on the 3rd 
floor of the TMB at 4 o'clock All memben of the Fundraising Committee are asked 
to be present 
*The JSU Chamber Orchestm presents the 1st Annual Strings & Wmgs & Other 
Things Fundraiser Concert, Fri., Oct 25 at the Gamecock Room, Stephenson Center. 
Tickets are $8. CMAUison at 782-5559 for info. 
010-14-96 Marcia Dawn Ryan reported theft of property at Bibb Graves Hall. 
010-15-96 JSU reported fire at Jeny Cole parking lot . 
-10-15-96 Clinton Wayne Blackmon reported attempted burglary and criminal 
mischief at the Duncan House. 
*10-1696 UPD reported trespassing at Dixon Hall. 
010-1696 Neal A. Presley reported theft of property at Martin Hall parking lot 
010-1696 Corey Quaye Bean, 19, of Russellville, AL was arrested at Menill 
Hall (second floor hallway area) and charged with possession of marijuana 
-10-16-96 Christopher B. Grimsley, 20, of Shorterville, AL was arrested at 
Martin Hall (room 3 11) and charged with possession of marijuana. 
-10- 17-96 Diane Lee Kappesser, 5 1, of Jacksonville was arrested at Nesbit 
Lake Road and Highway 204 and charged with DUI 
910-17-96 UPD reported DUI at Highway 204 and Fomey and Highway 204 
and Nesbit Lake Road. 
910-17-96 Chns Colvard reported unlawful breaking and entering of vehicle 
at Self Hall parking lot. 
010-17-96 Pamela D. Thomasson reported criminal tampering at Curtis Hall. 
910-19-96 Angela Johnson reported criminal mischief at Crow Hall. 
010-20-96 UPD reported a fire alarm at Memll Hall. 
Benjamin Cunningham, Editor in Chief 
Scott Hopkin, Managing Editor Mai Martinez, News 
Editor Bill King 111, Features Editor Rebecca Matanic, 
Sports Editor Michelle Clark, Copy Editor Janna Waller, 
Photo Director 
Hope Sims, Advertising Director 
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Offices are in 180 Self Hall. 
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Campaign fervor heats up in final few weeks 
by Jennie Ford 
Chanticleer News writer 
This week, as President Clinton 
does last-minute campaigning in big 
states, Bob Dole insists on visiting 
New Hampshire and Delaware. 
Combined, these two states have 
only nine electoral votes. Some 
Republicans question Dole's deci- 
sion to campaign in these states, and 
wonder if he should instead concen- 
trate on keeping a Republican 
majority in Congress since he is so 
far behind Clinton. 
Throughout the 1996 campaign, 
which will draw to a close 
November 5, campalgn and 
Congressional reforms have become 
important issues. This is not only an 
election year for the President, but 
members of the House and Senate 
are also running for re-election. 
Bill Clinton 
In his 1995 State of the Union 
address, President Clinton made 
congressional reform a key element. 
He called for members to "just stop 
taking the lobbyists' perks." He also 
asked for Congress to send him the 
"strongest possible lobby reform 
bill." Clinton also eliminated the tax 
deduction for lobbying expenses. 
In the summer of 1995, President 
Clinton and House Speaker Newt 
Gingrich met together in a "town 
meeting" in Claremont, New 
Hampshire. During this meeting, 
they agreed to establish a "blue-rib- 
bon commissim" to evaluate the 
nation's lobbying and political 
processes. Today, neither have made 
any progress in establishing this pro- 
posed commission or any like it. 
Clinton supports the measure pro- 
posed by Senators Feingold and 
McCain, which would allow for free 
television advertising, require candi- 
dates to raise 60 percent of their 
funds in their home state, and ban 
political action committees (PACs). 
He wants to mandate new limits and 
full disclosure of "soft money" or 
money given to state and local polit- 
ical party committees for general 
voter registration or other activities. 
Finally, Clinton wants greater dis- 
closure from lobbyists, such as who 
they work for, what they spend, and 
what their legislative priorities are. 
Bob Dole 
Bob Dole supports campaign 
finance reform. In an interview on 
CNN in June 1996, he said that cam- 
paign finance reform should be 
determined by a "commission of 
outsiders-not members of 
Congress-and make us (Congress) 
vote up or down." 
Dole does not support government 
funding of campaigns and spending 
limits on congressional campaigns. 
He would ban all PACs and supports 
legislation that would prohibit their 
contributing to candidates running 
for federal office. Dole would also 
eliminate the check-off box on 
income tax forms that helps fund 
presidential campaigns. Dole claims 
to be a "long-standing advocate for 
comprehensive finance reform." He 
also wants to restrict fund-raising 
outside of the candidate's home 
state. He would "prohibit 'franked' 
mass mailing a full year before an 
election, ban the practice of 
'bundling' contributions." He would 
allow political parties to provide 
"seed" money for opponents of 
incumbents. 
Dole supports term limits for 
Senators and Representatives. He 
believes in a twelve-year limit for 
Senate seats and a House-deter- 
mined limit for Representatives. 
SGA asks for TMB renovation ideas 
by Thomas Webb Crandon said,"I'm flattered that Bill 25 was introduced as new 
he thinks so much of me to put business. It proposed to change ''leer News Writer me in his signs and think about the current SGA Code of Laws to 
The SGA meeting began with me every week, and make per- give the President of the Senate 
the reading and unanimous sonal signs on my behalf. And I discretion for approval of non- 
of the last meeting's guess that I was just responding students wishing to speak before 
minutes. The to his signs that he's been publi- the SGA. After some debate, an 
Committee then reported that it cizing so much lately.w amendment to the bill, removing 
had given money the Marching SGA President Bob Boyle said discretion form the Senate 
Southerners this week' Second that the Board of Trustees had President and giving it to the 
Vice President met earlier in the day. The board Executive Board, was approved. 
recognized outstanding members passed a salary increase of 4.5 After some discussion Bill 25 
of this year's Freshman Forum' percent for faculty and staff. The was passed by the SGA. 
'Ongratulating them On aJob board approved a $2.25 million The SGA made the following 
done. renovation of the Theron announcements: 
First Vice President Matt Montgomery Building. The SGA The Delta Chi Haunted Forest 
in his report' mentioned would like sugestions from stu- will be open form now until 
the SGA which had been dents on uses for TMB. He also Halloween. It will be open 7:OO- 
written during an SGA retreat' said that the SGA might oppose 10:OO p.m. weeknights, and 7:00- 
the were: hanging efforts of Ayers State Technical midnight on weekends. 
parking instead of College to expand its campus Adoission will be $4, although 
extension of residence 'kit- onto Fort McClellan and ask groups of ten or more will 
ing 24-h0ur 'Omputer school senators for support. receive a discount. 
labs' change machines in the The blood drive will end this The SGA is looking for some- 
and parking Thursday, reported Blood Drive one with experience in "cinemat- 
for He thanked those Committee Chairperson Suzie ic arts" to run the projector for 
who had at Parent's Day' Crandon. There were no com- the SGA-sponsored Tuesday 
He ended his by saying' ments from the almost two dozen night movies. 
"A big hey to Jose' On my members of the audience. There After announcements the SGA 
behalf." When asked after the was no old business. meeting was adjourned. 
meeting what he meant by this, 
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Bill from page1 
saying that there should be 
more specific guidelines for 
determining relevancy. He 
was also concerned that per- 
sonal differences could come 
into play if too few people 
were involved in deciding 
whether one's opinion was 
relevant. Crandon responded 
to these concerns by saying 
that if too many people were 
involved it would be too time- 
consuming. 
A friendly amendment was 
proposed that would place 
discretion in the hands of the 
entire executive board, rather 
than just the Senate President. 
Some were still concerned 
with the vagueness of the bill 
as a whole. In opposition to 
speak, and to put them in a 
right order . . . ." 
Supporting the amendment, 
another senator said that peo- 
ple would be more confident 
with the decision of a board 
rather than a single person. 
After discussion was ended, 
the amendment to the bill 
passed 24-7 with one senator 
abstaining from the vote. 
After the amendment was 
approved, the bill as a whole 
passed 26-6. 
After the meeting several 
senators expressed disap- 
pointment with the bill. Sen. 
Njie said that he liked the bill, 
but he felt that there should be 
more guidelines as to what 
constitutes relevant speech. 
Going into stopping some- 
body's, basically their first 
amendment rights to come in 
and speak in a public forum, 
which is basically what we 
are." He felt that by suspend- 
ing the rules, the senate did 
not have time to think about 
the bill. He also commented 
"I don't necessarily disagree 
with the fact of asking people 
to come before us and ask for 
permission to speak . . . I just 
hope that this is not turning 
into a personal vendetta thing 
for the senate. I hope that this 
can become something that 
can be used rationally and 
correctly." 
SHAME 
S O M E  SAY IT'S A 
M I S U N D E R S T A N D I N G  
S O M E  SAY IT'S A LIE 
S O M E  SAY IT'S HER 
FAULT 
S O M E  SAY IT'S H I S  ~ FAULT 
I IT'S DATE RAPE, IT'S WRONG, 
IT'S A CRIME! 
It's hord to think of someone familior- 
o dote, o steody boyfriend, or o cosuol 
acquointonce--0s a rapist. Familiarity mokes 
you less inclined to trust your self-protective 
instincts. Being forced into hoving sex- 
even if it's by someone you know-is still 
RAPE and it's a CRIME. Nothing you do, 
soy, or weor gives anyone the right to os- 
soult you-sexuolly or otherwise. 
the amendment, one senator He feels that it contradl 
said that as an elected official, person's first amend 
going to be a rational person. bill of his own that will 
intent of the bill was "not t d  Sen. Chip Yarborough 
keep anyone from speaking, that he felt that "it was a litt 
but to give them a place to bit more than was neede 
informal meetings in received from a Chinese- 
room 206 of Ayers Hall. speaking person on the 
Her sister stresses the night she was last seen. 
importance of people The fanlily is currently 
coming forth with infor- offering a $10,000 reward 
mation as soon as possi- for information leading to 
ble. the successful location of 
Although, according to Zihui. Another informal 
Wineman, "there's no meeting is scheduled for 
evidence of foul play," 5 p.m. tonight in room 
Ziting believes it is very 206 of Ayers Hall. All 
unlikely that her sister students who might have 
chose to leave because any information about 
Zihui's keys, credit cards, this case or want to help 
and passport were all with the search are asked 
found in her room at the to attend. 
Wesley Foundation. 
Currently, the police 
travel necessaq. For further info call J.B. Ga 
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Theater student dies, another injured in auto accident 
by Chris Colvard 
- 
in Birmingham. Dr. Frank crashed. Romano was diag- the wreck, but he is positive 
Chanticleer News writer Romano, Nick's father, said nosed at Jacksonville that Nick was wearing his 
Around 3:30 a.m. on there might have been three Hospital as suffering from seat belt at thetime. "The 
Tuesday, October 15, two hours between the wreck and head trauma and extensive seat belt saved his life," he 
JSU students were in an auto- the actual reporting of it, but damage to his extremities. says, "I would like other peo- 
motive accident. Freshman "that much was heresay." He was then transported to ple to know this." 
Craig Weyhmueller, 19, of Romano and Weyhmueller, Carraway, where, according The Weyhmueller family 
Maryville, Tennessee w q  both theater students, were to Dr. Romano, he is current- held a private memorial ser- 
pronounced dead at the scene driving on Nesbit Lake Road ly in "guarded condition; he vice in Tennessee. There will 
due to multiple trauma by the off Highway 204, six miles may be off the critical list, be a service for students and 
county coroner. Nick north of Jacksonville, after but I'm not sure." As of faculty at Stone Center in 
Romano, 20, of Jacksonville, helping strike the set of the October 23, 9:00 a.m., doc- room 338, Friday at 2:00 
Alabama, survived the wreck play "Bus Stop" following its tors were performing surgery p.m. The service will be led 
and was rushed to final night of performance. on his arm and hips. by Penny Ford of the Wesley 
Jacksonville Hospital, then to Romano lost control of his Dr. Romano wasn't sure of Foundation. The JSU drama 
Carraway Methodist Hospital 1980 Chevrolet Manza and some of the facts leading to department is putting togeth- 
er a memorial book to give to 
Weyhmueller's parents. 
Friends of Craig 
Weyhmueller call 782-5623 
or come by room 342 in 
Stone Center for more 
details. 
Get-well cards and other 
forms of encouragement can 
be to Nick Romano at the fol- 
lowing address: Carraway 
Methodist Hospital; Attn.: 
Nicholas Romano, NICU; 
1600 Carraway Boulevard: 
Birmingham, AL 35234. 
SCA conducts Red Cross blood drive this week 
by Rachel Watkins needed if you don't. Last which , while it seems like a 
chanticleer N~~~ year's figures don't seem to large number is truly not an 
Blood is a precious com- support that sort of thinking. unreachable amount. Reed 
modity, one that is integral Suzanne Crandon, the orga- adds that all types of blood 
to life, but not something' nizer of this year's campus are needed, but probably 
that an average person blood drive is in hopes that none so much as 0 negative, 
spends time thinking about more people donate their which can be used as a tran- 
until they or someone close time and plasma to this fusion for any person, no 
to them is in need of a tran- year's effort. matter whether they are A 
fusion. Let's face it-nobody "Last year, we had about positive, AB, or any of the 
gets a blood transfusion one hundred and thirty peo- other myriad blood types. 
unless they are sick, and ple come out to give blood, Why shoud JSU students 
nobody likes to think about and we're certainly hoping think about giving blood 
being sick or injured. to have a better turnout this now? There are so many 
Besides that, JSU is home to year," she says. Kevin Reed more pleasant diversions, 
thousands of students- of the Alabama chapter of such as tests or term papers. 
there's plenty of blood to go the Red Cross says that the People should think about 
around. Surely someone goal at JSU this year is from becoming part of the blood 
will donate the blood that is two hundred fifty to three drive because some of the 
hundred pints of blood, most dangerous holidays- 
Thanksgiving, Christmas, 
and New Year's are coming 
up in rapid succession, and 
the risk for car accidents 
rises due to an increasein 
the number of people on the 
highways. With these holi- 
days coming up, any short- 
age in blood will be espe- 
cially crippling. 
If you would like to 
donate, the Red Cross has a 
few guidelines. They are as 
follows: 
.You must be seventeen 
years of age. 
*You must weigh at least 
one hundred pounds. 
*People who are taking 
certain medications can still 
give blood, but if you are 
not sure whether or not you 
will be prohibited, talk to 
the officials at the blood 
drive or your doctor. 
If monetary incentive is 
something that will get you 
to roll up your sleeve, 
Panhellenic and the 
Intrafraternity Council are 
offering t-shirts , mugs, and 
other small items. 
But donate blood because 
it is a needed, and you never 
know when you or someone 
that you know or love will 
need to be the recipient of a 
transfusion. 
SPJ films newscasts with Oxford high school 
by Katrina Oliver-thomas 
Chanticleer News writer 
The  Socie ty  for  
Professional Journalists 
has begun the year with 
several  d i f fe ren t  pro-  
jects. Two of the most 
current projects involve 
Oxford High School and 
Disabled S tudent  
a r t ic les  read by SPJ  
members.  The tapes are 
given to  personnel  at  
DSS,  loca ted  in 
Daugette Hall. Students 
using the DSS may 
check out the tapes and 
listen to them. 
Students at  Oxford 
High School  have a 
Oxford High s tudents .  
SPJ members are avail-  
able to offer any advice 
to the young journalists;  
this will also serve as  a 
lear ing exper ience  for  
the SPJ members.  
Robert Ray, president 
of the SPJ ,  says  tha t  
there are more programs 
hosted by SPJ  volun-  
teers.  Faculty advisor 
Dr. Robyn Eoff would 
also l ike to have on- air 
debates as another pro- 
ject.  Ray says that he 
will have to check and 
see what can be done as  
far as 925 being a non- 
profit station. Federal 
half time show during 
the footbal l  season .  
Ray was,  "unsure if 
Mote would be able to 
assis t  with baske tba l l  
season;" he added. "The 
games will be broadcast 
as usual,  though." 
Fund raisers for  the 
Legal Defense Fund will 
Services.  video news magazine in the SPJ would like to C o m m u n i c a t i o n s soon be under way. The 
~~i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ,  SPJ the works and SPJ  mem- see  implemented th i s  Commission regulations Legal Defense Fund is 
secretary, is overseeing bers  a re  helping with year. Within the next will also be looked into.  an organizat ion that  
a pro,ect that  will  allow the finite details.  The two to three weeks ,  Alumni members are provides services to col- 
v i sua l ly- impai red  s tu -  project  involves  JSU radio  s tat ion 925 wil l  a lso involved in SPJ  lege press sthdents.  
dents to  l isten to  tapes s tudents  ed i t ing  the attempt to broadcast a projects. Michael Mote, 
of selected ~ h ~ ~ ~ i - ~ l ~ ~ ~  work done  by the local  news program JSU alumnus, co-hosts a 
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Chinese, 
bv Colleqe Press Service 
NEW YORK - a grow- 
ing number of students 
are shrugging off French, 
German, and other tradi- 
tionally popular lan- 
guages t o  enroll  in 
Chinese and Arabic, the 
fa: test-growing foreign 
languages on college 
c impuses. 
Chinese enrollment rose 
'56 percent between 1990 
and 1995, to 26,471 stu- 
dents, and Arabic by 28 
percent to 4,444, accord- 
ing to a survey of 2,700 
two-year and four-year 
colleges by the Modern 
Language Assoc~at ion.  
Of course, a majority of 
students still are saying 
"sI," "oui," and "ya" to 
Spanlsh, French, and 
German classes. 
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing 
phone cards. For information send a 
self-addressed stamped envelope to: 
Arabic fastest growing 
Spanish remains No. 1 
in enrollment,  with 
606,286 students.  The 
next most popular lan- 
guages are  French 
(205,35 1) and German 
(96,263).  Japanese 
(449,23) bumped Italian 
(43,760) for fourth place. 
! The survey notes that 
French enrollment 
dropped 25 pkrcent 
between 1990 and 1995, 
and German by 28 per- 
cent.. Far fewer students 
enrolled in Russian,  
which dropped 4 5  per- 
cent. 
At the University of 
California-Los Angeles,  
Chinese enrollment has 
risen since 1990 while 
Japanese has leveled off 
or remained the same, 
said Richard Larson, 
adm~nis t ra t ive  assistant 
at UCLA's East Asian 
Languages and Culture 
Department. 
Students are interested 
in China because "it's 
such an up and coming 
economic power," he  
said. 
Also, Chinese is  spoken 
not only in China, but 
a lso  Hong Kong, 
Singapore and Taiwan - 
some of the fastest-grow- 
ing economic markets. 
Attorneys often will hire 
a UCLA Chinese teaching 
assistant to act as  an 
interpreter during a busi; 
ness deal, Larson said. 
"We get people calling 
all the time for transla- 
tors," he said. "I tell stu- 
dents,  'if you know 
Chinese, you're going to 
be one step ahead.' " 
Still, most of the 280 
UCLA students enrolled 
in Chinese are drawn to 
IDomino s Lunch Specials I 
languages 
the course because of 
their heritage. "Ninety 
percent are Asian- 
Americans whose parents 
speak Chinese at home," 
Larson said. 
Larson, who is not 
Chinese, began auditing 
language courses several 
years ago, after watching 
the crackdown of pro- 
democracy protesters in 
Beij ing's  Tiananmen 
Square with his Chinese 
roommate. 
"He had the TV on 
incessantly," he explains. 
"I started really becom- 
ing involved with the 
Chinese people." 
In fact, educators say it 
i s  not unusual for big 
news events to affect 
course enrollment. 
Interest in Russian eased 
as the Cold War ended; 
interest in the study of 
to study 
German seemed to fall 
with the Berlin Wall. 
Margaret Nydell, acting 
chair  of Georgetown 
University 's  Arabic 
department,  said she is  
not surprised by the 
results of the MLA's sur- 
vey. 
"It makes sense to me, 
because of the promi- 
nence of the Arabic world 
in international politics 
and economic concerns," 
she said. "We are seeing 
an increased enrollment 
of students who are inter- 
ested in international 
relations and also busi- 
ness school." 
About 140 undergradu- 
ate, graduate and doctoral 
students are enrolled in 
Arabic language courses, 
which have been taught at 
Georgetown for bout 30 
years, she  said. 
I Our "new" Fish Filet Deluxe, small fry, apple pie and 16 ounce drink. I 
FOR ONLY plus tax 
McDonald's 
Of Jacksonville & Piedmont 
64 Anythzng that zsn 't living 
space or learning space is VIEWS going to be considered here, and it's up to us to make known what we want 
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If you build 
Speaking to the SGA Senate: 
Who should get the final say? 
Every semester, during 
the SGA electoral process, ) We Suggest: 
students listen to different 1 Further discus- 11 
voices, weigh arguments ,  
and make  choices.  I si0n on Bill 25 1) 
Candidates for  S G A  posi- 1 11 
tions present students with 
various bits of information which they feel students I 
need to know in order to make informed decisions. 
Students are expected to sift through all the information 
presented and decide what is important to them. 
Somehow, though, after being elected, it seems some 
SGA members feel students are no longer capable of fil-  
tering information for  themselves, and that the SGA 
should help in limitation or  i n  some cases the elimina- 
tion of sources information. 
In the course of this week's senate meeting, by "sus- 
pending the rules," the senate introduced, -discussed, 
and passed a bill, which until the recent controversy 
concerning the right of Jose Martinez, a JSU alumnus, 
to speak at senate meetings, was not deemed necessary. 
Instead of allowing anyone to speak at SGA senate 
meetings, as has been done in the past, the senate has 
given itself the power to  limit the voices heard at future 
meetings. 
Bill 25,  which was amended before being passed, will 
require non-students to be placed on the agenda before 
they are allowed to speak at meetings. 
During last week's meeting it was stated that there was 
a "gray" area when dealing with non-students speaking 
at SGA meetings. The  introduction of Bill 25 was 
meant to "clarify" this area of the SGA's constitution. 
but the only thing clear after the meeting was the bill 
needed further discussion. 
The  original bill required any non-student wanting tc 
speak at senate meetings to contact the president of the 
senate to be put on the agenda. Some senators did no1 
agree with giving all the deciding power to one individ- 
ual, so  the bill was amended. The  amended bill, whick 
gives the power to the executive board, was passed b j  
a 26 to 6 vote, instead of the usual unanimous vote. 
The fact that six senators voted against the bill shoulc 
be enough to  warrant some further discussion of the bill 
Correction: 
In an editorial for the October 10 edition, we  mistakenly 
stated that residence hall RAs receive faculty parking 
decals. RAs do  not receive the faculty decals, rather, dorm 
directors do. 
it, they won't 
I 
There are lots of buildings at 
JSU, and students spend gobs of 
time in many of them each day. 
Most students, however, don't 
spend a great deal of time in the 
TMB, despite the fact that this 
building is labeled as our "stu- 
dent commons." 
The JSU Board of Trustees 
recently approved as part of a 
larger plan for maintenance of 
University facilities a $2.25 mil- 
lion renovation of the TMB. 
According to SGA President Bob 
Boyle, the Board wants student 
input on how that $2.25 million 
should be used. The Board wants 
to hear from the SGA, and the 
SGA wants to hear from us, the 
student body. It's our building, 
what do we want in it? 
This is the chance for JSU stu- 
dents to get some of the benefits 
students at other universities 
enjoy on a daily basis. The TMB 
may at last serve some of the 
functions I imagine it was origi- 
nally intended to as a true student 
commons. Many other universi- 
ties have what they call student 
unions, student commons, or stu- 
dent centers, that contain every- 
thing from eating establishments, 
to offices and meeting space for 
student organizations, to study 
areas. Even just plain empty 
space to serve whatever function 
a particular group might need that 
space for on a short-term basis. 
Anything that isn't living space 
or leaming space is going to be 
considered here, and it's up to us 
to make known what we want 
and need. 
Boyle and the SGA's executive 
board were already making 
moves in this direction on behalf 
of the student body a couple of 
weeks ago. The executive board 
proposed to University adminis- 
trators that Luttrell Hall, and 
unused dormitory, be renovated 
as a new 'student center, with 
meeting areas and offices for stu- 
dent organizations, a washeteria, 
an arcade, and space for students 
simply to socialize. 
Despite the fact that nearly all 
who were asked about the pro- 
posal thought it was a great idea, 
University officials were forced 
to turn down the proposal. The 
presence of cancer-causing 
asbestos in the building makes 
necessary structural changes 
extremely dangerous. There are 
no rooms in Luttrell large enough 
go home 
to accommodate large meetings, 
the arcade, or the washeteria, and 
knocking down walls would dis- 
turb the asbestos fibers, creating 
a severe health hazard for anyone 
who happened to breathe in the' 
building. 
I think all of the executive 
board's proposals should be 
included in the renovations to the 
TMB. Other possibilities might 
include another computer lab, 
more choices for food than the 
Roost, an electronic billboard in 
an entry area, and a complete and 
up-to-date campus map and 
directory. Regardless of what 
goes in the new building, the 
place and some of its services 
need to be open 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week. A 24-hour 
computer lab like the ones avail- 
able at some universities would 
get a heck of a lot of use, as 
would a washeteria. 
If you've got any other ideas, be 
sure to let the SGA hear them at 
one of the regular Monday night 
meetings at 6:00 p.m. in the TMB 
auditorium, or contact the SGA 
through the Student Activities 
office at 782-5490. And feel free 
to air out your ideas in letters to 
the editor right here in The 
Chanticleer. 
Now is your chance. What do 
you want JSU to do for you? 
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Do vou ~ l a n  to vote? Whv 
I I 
- ~ 
Dear Chanticleer Editors: I 
My address and phone number are listed in the phone book; they are in lb 
my husband's name. We attend different schools and I am home alone many 
or Why not? 
nights. A neighbor has her phone in her fiance's name for the same reason: --compiled by Janna Waller 
he works third shift and she is alone. Another neighbor is a single mother; 
her number is unlisted. She paid the phone company for that bit of privacy. Yes, because many of 
Now, thanks to the new student directory, our addresses and phone numbers 
are available to anyone enrolled in J.s.u. my forefathers paid the 
Consider this: Your daughter, or sister, or girlfriend, or wife attends price with their lives 
J.S.U. You helped her move into an apartment. You bought and installed 
extra window and door locks. You helped ensure your daughter's safety in 
that I rnay be able to 
every way you could. Guess what, Dad? Your daughter's home address, not her vote. 
campus box, and her phone number are available for anyone who might be a 
threat to her. A young man in your daughter's class hears her name called 
Cher Bernard 
from roll. From the directory, he knows how to find out if she is home. Junior 
Since he has class with her, he knows when she will be driving home alone, 
and the probable route she will take to get home. The frightening 
possibilities are endless. 
I have learned that there was some sort of notice in the Chanticleer. 
That was not enough. Not everyone reads the school paper. Many of those 
who do, read only the articles or information that apply to them. I call 
for a release to be signed by students before private and potentially 
dangerous information is printed. Add one more blank to sign on the 
registration sheet. This seems a small task to ensure the privacy and 
safety of the students of J.S.U. 
-Rose E. Ledbetter 
No, voting isn 't for me. It 
just doesn't interest me. 
Politics doesn't 
in any way. It seems as i f  
your vote doesn't count very 
much anyway. 
F 
I don't think I will vote 
because I don't want to get 
up and do it. I'd rather be 
oflclimbing a tree or 




Forum is our reader's column. Our policy for letters to the editor should be kept in mind when working on 
submissions. 
*The Chanticleer will not print letters longer than 300 words. 
*The Chanticlzer will not print letters that are libelous and/or defamatory. 
*The Chanticleer reserves the right to edit letters for space and grammer as well as style. 
*There will be at least two weeks between publication of letters from the same person and we will publish 
rebuttals no later than two weeks after the publication of the article, editorial, or letter in question. 
*The Chanticleer reserves the right to refuse publication of any submission. 
*Deadline for submissions is noon Monday, before desired publication. 
*Submissions may be brought to the Chanticleer office, sent through campus mail to 180 self hall, or 
emailed to newspaper@student-mail.jsu.edu. All submissions must include a name, phone number, and stu- 
dent number for JSU students. 
Yes I feel that it is important I 
to get my vote in, because 
my decision is important and 
can make a diflerence. 
' I 
Patrick ~ o o l e /  
Freshman 
0 
Yes, I plan to vote because 





The more music you listen 
FEATURES to, you know, it's gonna change your view on what you like and don't like. The Chanticleer October 24, 1996 CC 
Story by Bil l  King 
f you haven't heard of Smith and bassist Scott 
the band Sandbox yet, MacFarlane. since that time 
don't worry, because the band has released two 
even though most of records. The first, a six-song 
Canada has, most of the U.S. EP entitled "Maskman" avail- 
hasn't. In the past year the able only in very limited quan- 
band's debut CD "Bionic" has tity, which went to the top of 
sold over 40,000 copies in 
Canada. The record has now 
been recedntly released in the 
states on the Latitiude label 
(which is owned by EM1 and 
licensed to Canadian label 
Nettwerk), and will hopefully 
give the band the coverage it 
needs to make it in America. 
The band is made up of five 
guys who watched each other 
play in other bands in high 
school. Three years ago lead 
singer Paul Murray, guitarist 
Jason Archibald and drummer 
Tony Shanks were playing in a 
band together when they 
gooked up with guitarist Mike 
the Canadian indie charts and 
held steady for nearly six 
months. Their second effort, 
"Bionic," as mentioned before, 
is also doing quite well for 
itself. 
The entire recording effort 
for B took only 21 days. The 
band recorded for two weeks 
straight, took a day off, and 
finished the CD six days, later. 
During that time, they took a 
break every day to catch a 
rerun of "The Six Million 
Dollar Man." They liked the 
show so much, that they named 
the record after TV character 
Steve Austin's rebuilt bionic 
body. "Song to song, 'Bionic' 
is different. We consciously 
decided to stay away from an 
album where every song 
sounds alike. I hate it when a 
band has one or two good 
songs, and the others sound The Canadian band Sandbox, currently on thjeirfirst US tour, to promote their 
just like them," Smith said. albumn, "Blonrc, " w h ~ h  1s topplng charts north of the bordes 
"Everybody listens to differ- was nice and none of us had but you have to do it," Smith 
ent music," Archibald adds, "a ever been across Canada said when asked if it was dis- 
lot of similarities but a lot of before, so we decided to best appoi~iting. 
differences as well. The more thing to do would be to stay in The band will continue to 
music you listen to, you know, campgrounds all the way tour the U.S. playing as many 
it's gonna change your view on across," Murray said. venues as possible. If things 
what you like and don't like." After touring in Canada over go as they should, within the 
On their first Canadian tour, a year ago coast to coast four next year American fans will 
the band, being low on funds, times, the band decided to hit no longer be able to sit in a lit- 
decided to stay in tents. the U.S. So far the U.S. venues tle bar and see them, they will 
"When we toured Canada for haven't been as rewarding as instead be playing to crowds as 
the first time, we didn't have a the ones back home. Instead of big as those in Canada. "We're 
lot of cash. Latitude was an playing th growds of 400 and gonna work our asses off," 
independent label, we tried to 500 people, their audience has Smith says, "whatever hap- 
save as much money as we been reduced to as little as ten pens, it's great. We've already 
could. So we decided to save up to about or around 300. "It's done a lot more than we 
on the hotels and the weather just tough to start over again, expected to do." 
This year was largest Parents' Day yet, says Cusimano 
Crowds of people filkd 
JSU's campus on Saturday to 
enjoy the 1996 Parents' Day, 
which began in Stephenson 
Gym with a Visitation Day 
for prospective students. 
Departments and organiza- 
tion recruited the visitors 
using everything from free 
items to pigeons and snakes. 
The academic buildings, JSU 
Bookstore, and residence 
halls held open house for 
prospective students and 
other visitors. 
Entertainment began later in 
the Roundhouse. Encore, the 
Jazz Ensemble, and 
Inspirational Voices of Christ 
performed for a full house of 
more than two hundred peo- 
ple. Music on the quad 
included a live band playing 
classic rock on one stage, tal- 
ented JSU students singing on 
another, and a performance 
by the Marching Southerners. 
Games, rides, displays, and 
demonstrations by organiza- 
tions amused people of all 
ages. Marriot Dining 
Services provided a picnic 
lunch for everyone. The JSU 
versus Samford football game 
ended the day's activities. 
Terry Casey, Director of 
Student Activities, says the 
day provides an opportunity 
for students to show their par- 
ents the campus. "We have a 
lot of first-generation college 
students, and this may be the 
first time their parents have 
ever been to college," 
explained Casey. 
"[Parents' Day] has really 
grown since I was here," 
commented one JSU alum- 
nus. Dr. Alice Cusimano, 
Associate Vice President of 
Academic and Student 
Affairs, agrees that it has 
grown since its creation in the 
late 1980's. "This seemed to 
be our largest ever," she con- 
firmed, "but we have limited 
ways of counting." 
Cusimano and other cornrnit- 
tee heads talk to participants, 
faculty, and others each year 
to find out how they might 
improve Parents' Day and 
other Visitation Days. JSU 
will host two more Visitation 
Days for high school and 
junior college students in 
February and March. 
Cusimano welcomes any sug- 
gestions students may have 
concerning these events. 
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Students' web sites vary in content 
Peer Counselors 
process, and I think that the by Phil Attinger 
most important job I had as a 
Chanticleer Writer peer counselor was being 
''Being a Peer counselor is gvailable as a student to those 
definitely one of the most students that I met.- 
rewarding things I've Roberts says that counselors 
and I'm SGA President*" says prepare for their jobs by taking 
Bob Boyle. a class in the spring. During 
Boyley Dr. Cusimano, and the summer, they work as 
last  year'^ Peer counselors all the time, as with 
will soon be interviewing stu- full time jobs. E~~~~ day, the 
dents for new peer counselors are with each other 
''We'll be looking for twenty or the coordinators deciding 
young men and where, when, and how the ori- 
to serve next year, Over entation events will take place. 
the course of this year. Since ~~~b~ if you took a class 
19887 peer have (over the summer), you could 
touched and influenced 10,000 take explains ~ ~ b ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
new students, ... and that's not Peer counselors have no extra 
the parents. The time for other jobs, so they are 
is says paid for the service they pro- 
Cusimano. vide. John Robinson, a peer 
Starting with Orientation, counselor that attended 
peer counselors stay in close ~~~~~d~~~~ visitation D ~ ~ ,  
personal contact with new stu- adds, -we try to organize stu- 
dents, letting them know what dents by majors and then 
university events are coming assign someone knowl- 
up. The counselors are also edgeable in that area. 
to new students Anything that a student can 
should they just need to talk, bring to the job is a plus.w 
The hiring drive for peer cOun- Colleen Mathis says that the 
selors starts in November. experience of serving as a 
may be obtained counselor helps build team 
and turned in at Room 102, skills. " ~ o s t  have a genuine 
Bibb Graves Hall . willingness to make new 
Several former Peer coun- friends, and are from all over 
sel0rS serve the university in campus life." Boyle, this 
other ways. Raquel Bryant is year's coordinator, explaines 
secretary in the Office that coordinators are responsi- 
Minority Affairs, Terry Casey ble for contact between the 
is the Director of Student other team members, and 
Affairs, and Stefanie Matthews instructing the new counselor 
is Social Director for the class. 
International House. Chris cusimano encourages any- 
D e m ~ s e ~ ,  Eric McCulle~, and one who is interested to apply 
Kelli Roberts are all for being a peer counselor. 
Admissions C O U ~ S ~ ~ O ~ S  (or u ~ a n y  students believe 
"Recruiters"). McCulley strongly that new students 
describes being a Peer need extra encouragement and 
selor as "... probably the most support when they first come 
rewarding of all the e x ~ e i -  to campus. That's why many 
ences I have had here in four students are interested in 
Years @f college. Some my becoming peer counselors. 
closest friends are past and They want to help other stu- 
present Peer counselors." dents and make their first year 
Dempsey says, ''It helped me successful and enjoyable. I 
help students by being the would encourage students to 
place where I first started find something that they love 
showing them the campus, let- to do; it's going to be valuable 
ting them feel at home, and to them. Students who went 
helping with their academic here and have graduated have 
requirements.'' Roberts says, been good recruiters for us, 
"Those students who are because of the good experi- 
selected know a certain ences they've had." 
amount about the university, 
but being a peer counselor 
broadens that knowledge. We 
By Scott Hopkin original text, including reviews main screen. The first link 
Managing Editor of local groups and night clubs. leads to two nice graphics, one 
www~geocities~com/co~~egepar The text ranges from the spuri- of Red Dwarf, a British sci-fi 
W1631/ ous, (and occasionally banal) comedy, the other of Star Trek: 
u ~ a n g e n t  velocity -an but otherwise highly entertain- The Next Generation. Neither 
Alternate View of Reality-" ing. graphic links to other sites with 
Site rating: 4 of 5 more information. The only 
********** 
This homepage, like so many link on this page jumps to a 
others, is a public diary of the www.geocities.com/area~1153 nudity warning page, which 
author's life. Updated daily, l2 targets two nudity pictures of 
the page sports information Twist" Star Trek celebrities. Only one 
form the humorous ("ending link works. 
smiley experimentation") to From the introduction to the The second link off the main 
the highly to page: "I know what you're page goes to a collage of con- 
the UPD: duck and coverv). A thinking ... 'why reality twist' cert pictures of the Cranbemes, 
good portion of the site focuses YOU ask? Well, although this featuring the singer Delores, 
in on the UPD and the JPD, page does not yet reflect the whom the author claims as his 
including a continuing saga on truly twisted mind of it's cre- future wife. Graphics on this 
the public intoxication charge ator, it's Contents make Up the page are excellent, though 
against the author, his tern- fantasy world/false reality in again, there are no links to 
porarily missing/stolen car, and which I live. Please feel free to other sites with more informa- 
a general sense of persecution. critique my work." tion. 
As a whole, the site is pretty he asked. The third link's picture fea- 
interesting. ~t has a solid con- Most link text is difficult t~ tures a girl in a tight bikini, 
nection of links to other ~ t u -  read with the coloration of the with the legend below, 
dentYs pages, as as some background. Graphically, the "enough said." This page fea- 
off-the-wall sites someone site is well put together. tures various girls in bikinis 
might not ordinarily find.  hi^ Despite the "construction" posing seductively, and occa- 
includes places like the -evil headers on each page of the sional crass statements thrown 
house of which con- site, there is a decent sense of in by the author underneath. 
tains previously graded term- polish, especially ill the layout. As a whole, the page is well 
papers, and ucyborganic,~ However, the graphics them- done as far as layout and 
which has a tree that selves are far more question- graphics are concerned. 
visitors can carve on. able. However, there is very little, if 
~h~ site has a great deal of Three main links exist off the see Web review page 11 
If you're pregnant, see a doctor now. 
Fight low birthweight 
March of Dimes 
Campaign For Healthier Babies 
Make your mark. 
Register. 
Vote. 
made that first contact with the 
students during the orientation 
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Just when you thought it was 
safe to click past the country radio 
and television stations and hide 
under a blanket of twangless 
music, Speedball Baby throws off 
the covers and yells "Bdb!" 
Danielle Ellard of Fort Apache 
Records describes the band as 
"gutter punk rockabilly chaos at its 
best." 
Speedball Baby is a fusion of 
punk, Nashville-pop, a chemical 
imbalance in the brain, and the LA 
riots. These crazy kids have 
climbed up from the bowels of the 
norms to completely shatter any 
and all musical and social bound- 
aries. Their new album "Cinema!" 
is definitely a walk on the dark 
side of Candyland. 
Ron Ward, vocalist, is reminis- 
cent of a Mick Jagger who had 
spend his childhood listening to 
the electromechanic Chuck E. 
Cheese Band. From start to finish 
Web review from Page 9 
any, original material, and the 
subject matter is not in the 
greatest taste. Some text is dif- 
ficult to read, and not all of the 
links function properly. 




This site opens with a com- 
pact main screen, whlch is well 
designed. The links to various 
parts of the site appear to be 
part of the list next to a photo of 
the building itself. 
Graphics are plentiful, but 
tastefully done. There is a 
great deal of clear color photo- 
graph shots, especially of stu- 
dents actively doing things. 
Each page is large enough to 
cover the information well, but 
not to excessive lengths. 
A weekly on-line 'zine is pub- 
lished in the site, which con- 
tains announcements and view- 
points from BCM members. 
Also, several different sched- 
ules of events both on campus 
"Cinema!" The exclamation point 
at the end of the title says it all. 






I you think alternative music 
isn't really the alternative it used 
to be, you might want to check out 
"Stereophonic Spanish Fly" from 
the band Ugly Americans. You 
won't find any of the thundering 
bass lines, grating guitars, or angry 
lyrics so prevalent in recent rock. 
What you will find is a band that's 
having fun with music. 
What really sets this record apart 
from most rock out there today is 
and things that the BCM is 
planning on doing is available, 
with active links to the calendar 
for more details. A list of 
Christian resources on-line is 
also available, though this 
could be organized far better. 
There is only a single character 
space between links, and there 
is no obvious order for this half 
page of links. Finally, there is a 
listing of other BCM's in 
Alabama as well as out of state, 
with links to each of their 
pages. L 
The page appears to be updat- 
ed regularly (on the 2,lst, 
reviewed the 22nd). The infor- 
mation, excluding the Christian 
Resources links, are well laid 
out, and extremely heavy with 
information. The site may not 
be of interest to non-BCM'ers, 
though it could be used as a 
good recruitment tool to some- 
one already interested. 
Graphically excellent, with a 
wide variety of clip art and, 
excellent photography. 
Rating: 4 of 5. 
the band's sense of humor. The 
opening track "Vulcan Death 
Grip," pretty much sets the mood. 
for the album. The song's lyrics 
compare the affect a woman has 
on the singer to Mr. Spock's 
famous method of incapacitating 
enemies on "Star Trek.:' 
There are several less humorous 
tracks that band pulls of spectacu- 
larly, like the ballad "Find Me." 
One factor that helps these songs 
is that the band seems to have 
more soul than a group of six 
white guys has any right to. 
Almost every track is brimming 
with harmony, as four of the 
band's six members are credited 
with vocals, and the organ parts 
lend a unique flavor to the music. 
After listening to most of the 
album, one starts to think that this 
band could do some great funk. 
Just as the record is drawing to a 
close, Ugly Americans delivers 
exactly what you're hoping for 
with "Captain Lubitron," basically 
a funk jam session with some 
interesting sci-fi oriented lyrics. 
The band saves their best song for 
last, surprising the listener with the 
New Orleans-style "Angelina," 
complete a with jazz piano solo. 
The best thing about this album is 
that you're always wondering 
what this band is going to do next. 
It's definitely different, and defi- 
nitely worth checking out. 
D Generation, H20 
Cotton Club Lemonheads Nov. 25 
Catfish Jenkins Oct. 26 Omni 
Cibo Matto Oct. 27 
Man or Astroman Oct. 31 Phish Oct. 3 1 
Cake NOV. 5 Melissa Etheridge Nov. 13 
Monis Day and The T i e  Nov. 15 Soundgarden Nov. 23 
Archers of Loaf Nov. 22 
The Decendants Dec. 15 Roxy 
International BaUroom Cracker, Self, Oct. 25 
Howlin' Maggie 
Marilyn Manson Nov. 12 
Kom, Pharcyde, Urge Nov. 14 Refreshments, Dishwalla Nov. 2 
No Doubt, Shelter Nov. 19 Everyhng But The Girl Dec. 4 
Better Than Em Dec. 7 
Masquerade 
Variety Playhouse 
The Queers, Oct. 18 
Swingin' Udders Sonny Landreth Oct. 26 
W~lco Nov. 1 
The Connells Oct. 19 Billy Bragg, Nov. 12 
Orange 9MM Oct. 24 Robyn Hitchcock 
Type-0-Negative, Oct. 25 Ani DiFranco Nov. 13 
Life of Agony 
MpKelle Shocked Nov. 17 
Stuck Mojo Oct. 26 qanessa Mae Nov. 24 
Propane, Voivod, Crisis Oct. 30 
7 a m - 1 0 p m  
Thursday - Saturday 
7 a m - l l p m  
Located Sunday 
Behind Trac II l o a m - 5 p m  
Plus 
Kegs ............................................ $4900 Rt:m:le 
COORS LIGHT 
BUD, BUD LIGHT ..... !.?.PAC! ...... s759 t%w 
MILLER LIGHT !.?P.~.li!!!ES 
LIGHT $6 -tg,m*li..t . .... .... 
NATURAL LIGHT ...... !.?.PFK ...... $599 
T-shirts 
....................................... 16 OUNCE 6 PACK MILLER $259 
SOUTHPAW 
6 PACK & ICE HOUSE $399 ............................. 
I Budweisex KING OF BEERS s CORONA ... ~RI:.! .... $499 (-1 
drt The) executed well rn th 




SCORE BY QUARTERS 
/ SCORING SUMMARY 
SF -Watson 12 pass from 
Yancey (howell kick) 
SF -Griffith 1 run (howell kick) 
SF - Griffith 12 run (Howell 
kick) 
JSU - Pott 17 pass from kirby 
(Seamons kick) 
JSU - Kirby 1 run (Searnons 
kick) 
~JSU - fg  Seamons 31 
SF - Griffith 23 run (kick failed) 
FINAL STATS 
1st downs 14 14 
Rush yds 36-1 12 37-1 01 
Pass yds 149 172 
Samford hands Gamecocks 6th loss 
by Shanon Fagan 
Chanticleer Sports writer 
After their first win of the season last 
week, the Gamecocks returned to Paul 
Snow Stadium in hopes of going for their 
second victory. JSU hosted the Samford 
Bulldogs. who would hand them a 27-17 
loss. , . 
Samford lit up the scoreboard in the first 
quarter. Starting at their own 21 yard line, 
the Bulldogs would put together a 10 play, 
79 yard drive. Tailback James Grifith 
scampered 32 yards on the ground, getting 
the Bulldogs into JSU territory. Then, 
quarterback Bart Yancey took charge. He 
took to the air and found Griffith for a 28 
yard gain. Four plays later, Yancey hit his 
wide receiver Michael Watson for the 
touchdown. The extra point was good as 
Samford took a 7-0 lead. After a JSU drive 
stalled, Samford struck gold again. Punt 
returner Mike porter gave the Bulldogs 
excellent field position after his 42 yard 
return to the JSU 44 yard line. From there, 
the Bulldogs executed a reverse in which 
wide receiver Michael Brown hit a first 
and goal at the JSU one yard line. Tailback 
James Griffith bulldozed his way into the 
end zone for the touchdown. The extra 
point was good as Sarnford now led 14-0. 
During the second quarter, the Bulldogs 
continued to dominate. Yancey passed the 
ball to wide receiver Mike Porter for a 17 
EL, r , , , ,  
yard gain. This gave the the ball Gabe Walton rushest for yardage dur~ng JSU's 27-17 loss to Sarnford. Walton was the Gamecocks' 
leadtng rusher Saturday. 
see Football page 13 
Stetson, Florida State, USA down Lady Gamecocks 
by Becky Matanic 
Chanticleer Sports editor 
The Lady Gamecock soccer 
team dropped to 6-11-1 on the 
season with a 3-0  loss at Stetson 
University, Oct. 20. The Lady 
Gamecocks  were  shut  down 
offensively by Stetson and man- 
aged jus t  four  shots  on goal .  
S te tson was  led  by Mel issa  
Streeter 's  two goals, both coming 
late in the first half .  Ashley 
Temple added the third Stetson 
goal  at  62:50 to close out  the 
scoring.  
Flor ida  S ta te  Univers i ty ' s  
defense  held the Lady  
Gamecocks to  just two shots on 
goal during their 4-0 victory over 
JSU,  Oct.  18 .  Kelley Poole  
opened the  Semino le  scor ing 
with a goal at  the 11 :00 minute 
mark. Nicole Sedgwick put in 
the next FSU goal at 55:OO to 
give the Seminoles a 2-0  advan- 
tage. Alexandria Osrio put in the 
Seminoles third goal  at 74:OO and 
Jessica Driscoll gave FSU the 4- 
0 victory with a goal  at 76:OO. 
JSU scored a 3-2  victory over 
Sou th  Alabama,  Oct .  11 at  
Universi ty F ie ld .  Sophomore  
Megan S te inebach  scored the  
Lady Gamecocks first goal ,  off 
an  assist  f rom forward Diana 
Bergman at  4.32.  
South Alabama tied the score at 
22:34 when Jennifer Potter con- 
verted a pass from Cara Curtis. 
Bergman gave JSU a 2-1 lead 
with a straight away goal off a 
Angela  Camp assist  at  48:OO. 
JSU midfielder Amy Buchanan 
s t re tched the  Lady Gamecock  
lead to 3-1 with a goal at 51:32.  
Amy Pr ice  brought Sou th  
Alabama one, 3-2 with a corner 
kick off an assist from Melody 
Thurwaller  at  the 71:25 mark.  
Freshman goalie Daphne Baier 
see Soccer page 13 
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Carolina (5-2) at 
Houstin Oilers 
Denver Broncos Denver Broncos Denver Broncos 
of The Week 
Football from page 1 2 
at the JSU 28 yard line. Five 
plays later, Griffith would find 
his way into the end zone again. 
The extra point was good, and 
gave Samford a commanding 
lead, 21-0. Near the end of the 
quarter, Jax State would finally 
get on the scoreboard after 
putting together a 10 play, 93 
yard drive for a touchdown. 
Quarterback Montressa Kirby 
passed for 65 yards on the drive, 
resulting in flanker Patrick Plott's 
17 yard touchdown grab. The 
extra point was good, and the 
Gamecocks trailed at half time 
21-7. 
The Gamecocks crept closer to 
tying the score in the third quar- 
Soccer from page 12 
ter. On a 13 play, 68 yard drive, 
the Gamecocks would score their 
second touchdown of the after- 
noon. Montressa Kuby found his 
way into the end zone from one 
yard out. The extra point was 
good as the Gamecocks trailed 
21-14. On the series, a fight 
broke out between the two teams, 
resulting in three Gamecock 
players and two Bulldog players 
being tossed from the game. 
Fire was in the eyes of both 
teams in the fourth quarter. After 
a Samford drive stalled, the 
Gamecocks were able to get in 
range for a field goal attempt by 
Shane Seamons. The luck from 
31 yards was good, and Ja x State 
narrowed Samford's lead, 21- 17. 
Unfortunately, that would be as 
close as JSU would get to a victo- 
ry. On Samfor's next drive, 
Griffith found his way into the 
end zone from 23 yards out. The 
ball game ended after the failed 
extra point attempt in a Samford 
victory. 
"Give Samford a lot of credit. 
They executed well in the first 
half. We had our opportunities 
but didn't cash in," said a disap- 
pointed Bill Burgess after the 
game. 
JSU will face the Trojans of 
Troy State in their last home 
game of the season Saturday. 
and the JSU defense held 
off the South Alabama 
attack after Price's goal to 
secure the victory. 
The Lady Gamecocks 
attempted 20 shots on 
goal during the game, 
while holding South 
Alabama to just 14 
attempts. Baier made 
seven saves for JSU. 
Although the Lady 
unable to convert their 
limited opportunities in a 
2-0 loss to TAAC oppo- 
nent Centenary, Oct. 9. 
JSU played well defen- 
sively against Centenary 
holding them scoreless 
until Daniela Sarquiz's 
goal at the 68:23 mark. 
Shannon Scott added a 
goal at 89:OO to give 
Centenary the 2-0 victory. 
game while Centenary 
had 31. Goalie Daphne 
Baier made 16 saves for 
JSU. Amy Buchanan had 
three shots on goal for 
JSU, while sophomore 
Helen Campbell had two 
shots denied. 
The Lady 
Gamecocks play at TAAC 
foe Georgia State, Friday, 
and close the regular sea- 
Gamecock offense was The Lady son with a game Nov. l ,  at ' I td  Hill 
successful against South Gamecocks managed only Mississippi State. The Marching SOuthemers pelfonned at haljtime as usual for Saturday S 
Alabama, they were nine shots on goal in the Parents'Day ga,e agarnst Samford. The Southerners then hrt the road for two 
exhzbrrrons that nrght, m Pel1 City and Hoover: 




by Becky Matanic 
Chanticleer Sports editor 
The JSU volley- 
ball team grabbed their 
first TAAC victory of the 
conference season with a 
15-7, 15-12, 15-12 victo- 
ry over Centenary 
College, Oct. 19. The 
Lady Gamecock victory 
improved their record to 
13-13 overall and 1-2 in 
'the TAAC. 
JSU was led by 
.Amanda Sandlin's 19 
]kills and 18 digs agaidst 
'Centenary. Junior Kim 
'Carney had 23 digs for 
the Gamecocks, while 
sophomore Amy Reaves 
contributed seven ki l ls  
and 15 digs. Centenary 
was led by Kim Bolin's 
six kills and nine digs.  
In their Oct.  15,  
match against Troy State 
the Lady Gamecocks 
were unable to get any- 
thing going and lost in 
three games 12-15, 11- 
15, and 9-15. The win 
improved Troy State to 
8-11 on the season. Basketball team hopes to improve 
Sandlin led the 
Gamecock attack with by Becky Matanic son with a 15.1 average, High School. 
eight kills and *our digs. Chanticleer Sports editor ' and leading rebounder,  The  other new 
Angela Woodard had six Coach Bill Jones will 6'8" Rusty Brand should Gamecocks are  led by 
kills for JSU and Carney look to  f ive returnees provide the Gamecocks 6'7" freshman center  
added' 1 1 digs. and eight  new with experience and, Jeff Bellamy from 
The Lady Gamecocks to  improve leadership.  Senior  Gadsden, junior 6'7" 
Gamecocks lost to  TAAC on his basketball team's Shane James, junior Jay center  Jason Crosby 
foe Southeastern 10-17 mark in their first Knowlton and senior  from Pawnee Rock, Ka., 
Louisiana in three season at the Division I center Kenny Sorenson 6'8" freshman center  
also return to the JSU Wesley Fowler f rom games,  Oct.  - 10. The level.  JSU suffered . 
Lions made quick work through an injury lins-up. - Somerville, Al., and 6' 1" 
of the Gamecocks beat- ' plagued season last year, The Gamecocks should freshman guard from 
ing*them 15-2, 15-12 and .but will start the 96-97 g et  much needed help at Alexandria, Al. 
t ! 
1 , campaign on a healthier point guard with. the 
h a n n n n  ws iker  note, addition of 5'9" Jamaal JSU opens their season 
led the Lion attack with Senior guard Aaron Hickman from Gadsden at home with a game 
l6  in 25 attempts. ..Kelley, the Gamecocks State  ' Community against Mississippi 
Mauterer made l4  'leading s c o r e r  last sea- College and-6 '1"  Bryan Valley State, Nov. 23. 
kilIs and 14 d igs  for  Taylor from Jacksonville 
Southeastern Louisiana. 
Sandlih led'  the y a y  , for 
JSU with 11 kills and 
thre.e digs. Garney had 
ag i in s t  the 
The  Gamecocks 
rebounded from the loss 
to Southeastern, 
Louisiana with a 15-3, 
15-8, 9-15, 15-8 victory 
at Jackson State, Oct. 11. 
The  Lady Gamecocks 
next home match is 
Saturday at 11 a.m.,  
against TAAC Western 
Division foe Centenary. 
llst~c on new season 
. Lor i  Breedlove.  
Lady Gamecocks optim 
IUIUI I I~  
~ n a n r l c r e e r  Sports editor JSU has also added height to their  
team with the addition of junior co l -  
The  JSU womenis  basketbal l  team lege  t r ans fe r s  Sandi  Lamphear  
f inished with a 12-14 overal l  last  (6i2i) ,  Bet.sy Trau and 5i101 
season  and  a 8 -18  record  in  the  Melissa Harden. 
TAAC. the  Lady ' Weill have more experienced play- 
- - 
Gamecocks return six players  for  the ers,p says coach ~ g ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ .  
96-97 season,  including 6 i5 i  senior  The  Ladv Gamecocks wil l  ~ l a v  
L d 
center  Alfredia Sales  w h o  averaged S lovak ia  M;java i n  a exh ib i t i on  
15.2 points  and  11.0 rebounds while  game at  a t  pe t e  ~~~h~~~ 
earning TAAC second team honors .  - Coliseum on Nova 7 .  JSU wil l  host 
The Lady Gamecocks thd Auburn Tigers  at  7 p.m.,  Nov. 26 
back  sen io r  forward  Kathy  to k.ick-off the 
O i K ~ n s k i ,  gua rds  Les l i e  Ramsey,  
Shema Davis ,  Shneka Whaley and 
Cross country teams -running into trouble 
by Becky Matarric ,Warren crossed the finish line at 22:43. 
Chanti~leer'S~orts editor K.C. Lawson came in at 23:23. followed bv 
The JSU cross country teams ran into Camille Scruggs at 23:39 and Tracy Wilder 
some stiff competition at the Auburn at 24:25: 
Invitational, Oct.12. The men finished 28th The teams finished last in the 
out of 32 schools while the women finished ~ l e h s o n  Classic, Oct. 20 in Clemson, S.C. 
39th out of 42 teams. The women finished behind meet winner, 
JSU's Luis Delfin paced the men's team Clemson, Georgia, Furman and Alabama in 
with a time 26: 18 and a 114th place finish. the five t.eam competition. 
Dana Cronin crossed at 26:35, Billy Stevens 
28:09 and John Suckow at 28:19. The The men finished sixth overall due to 
Gamecock$ craig Latimer finished at 28:4!, the Atlanta Track Clubis third place finish. 
followed by Tom Davis at 29:02, Jeff May at The women were paced by Leslie ~ardner i s  
2955 and Michael Salmon at 30:OO. 22nd place time of 20:28 in the 5,000 meter 
~ ~ ~ l i ~  ~~~d~~~ led the JSU women in the race. Tracy Wilder came in at 22:45, 
5,000,meter race with a time 20:OO and a Carolle Scruggs at 22:5 1 and Karen Lawson 
189th place finish. Cathy Warren crossed at 23: 19 for the Lady Gamecocks. 
the finish line at 22:43. K.C. Lawson came 
in at 23:23, followed by Camille Scruggs at 
The men were once again led by 
23:39 and Tracy Wilder at 24:25. . , Luis Delfin in the 8,000 meters. Delfin ran 
The cross country t e a k  will compete in the race in 27:42 and a 26th place overall 
Saturday's Oglethorpe Classic. The 
finish. Dana Cronin crossed the finish line 
oglethobe Classic is JSU's last meet before 
at 28:28 for JSU. Billy Stephens came in at 
the TAAC Cross Country Championships, 
28:44, followed by Mike Salmon at 29:20, 
Craig Latimer at 30:48, John Suckow at 
Nqv. 2. 
ime 20:OO and a 189th place finish. Cathy 
32:03 and Jeff May at 33: 14. 
& Wildlife preserves. 
Excellent benefits + bonuses! 
, Call 1-206-971-3620 ext. bJ54823 
Or, rush $2 00 to Raseanh Assistam 
11322 Idaho Ave . #206-RR. Los Angeles, CA 90025 
I Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities, sororities & groups. Any campus organization can raise I 
up to $100b by earning a RESEI\RC 1 REPORTS 
Largest Library of Information in U.S. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65. 
WHEN YOU 
CAN'T BREATHE 
NOTHING ELSE I 
19,278 TOUCS - ALL SUWECTS 
O~der Catalog Today W I I ~  V~sa I MC or COD 
800-351 or 13101 477-8226 -0 22 
I For infonnatiol? about lung disease such as asthma, tuberculosis, and emphysema, call I 
Qualified callers receive 
ASSOCIATION 
@ The Christmas Seal Peoplem 
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d Forum " 
It's the second week of 1-e -) 
- j  we've had in the past but for L-
the past two years nothing It's a good organization. It's 
the -. has been done with it. It was fun, it's informative and it 
This y e a r  a established in -gets you involved.'' 
variety of activities to offer to the first time we've had one Something else anyone can 
the variety of people found since then. That is how I first get involved with and enjoy 
on JSU's campus. 7-
I was just a little freshman and o n  cam- 
one of these activities. "It's then I got involved and now pus. 
just a group of freshmen who I'm the r --. 
go through an application . It's a :- 
very real good stepping stone." "It's just a place where peo- 
involved in high school and The freshmen involved in ple can come and listen to a 
who want to continue to be -band. We play acoustic 
involved in college," says an example to their peers. music, all types, from blues -"We use them as a focus to R&B. People can just 
rn group," explains . come, have coffee and just sit 
"We introduce those fresh- "They can use their knowl- there and talk or listen to 
men to different kinds of edge and spread it to their fel- music. It's just a place where 
activities. We take them to low freshmen. you can hang out and have 
-t "This is not just for incom- something different to do." . . .  ,.. '7 ~n~etings,  ir- Most of the bands that play 
basketball games, - you "I know people who have 
name the activity, we'll go to been here for two years and this area. "We're looking at - 
it. That will expose them to some local talent," says 
all the different ways to get -k . .  . 
involved on campus." -faculty 
advisor - yet to be named - h-~ 
and two student advisors floor of the TMB) and get an 
"" ' " ' ' application. They have to be -
"7% - 1 - 
. - 
not a new idea," says 
 
fully be an open mike night 
sometime this semester and 
there will probably be some 
cash prizes given away. -
We're making T-shirts and 
everything. Hopefully that 
Remember, the It's your right to 
First nmendment is read, too. 
more than our 
right to print. 
Brought to you by the 
Society of Professional Journalists 
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This is a new concept in tobacco sales ... We have 1000's of cartons to choose 
from...All brands, sizes and flavors ... With your support I can continue to bring 
you these low prices ... We are your 1 Stop Shopping Place for all your tobacco 
and discount beverage needs ... We are also a full service package store! 
I would like to invite all my old customers to stop by and see me at the One 
and Only new location. 
Thanks, 
Brian Daugherty 
.BUD YOUR CHOICE .BUD LIGHT .12 PACK 
.MILLER LIGHT 
aCOORS LIGHT .................... 
$379 LIGHT MILLER 
6 PACK ~ f i e s i ~ ~ r ~ l l ~ ~  LIGHT ..................................... 
$679 
gudweise~ KING OF R~~~~ @ [BUD LIGHT] IMPORTS 
Monday - Thursday  Friday & Saturday 
8:00 A.M. - 9:00 P.M. 8:00 A.M. - 11:OO P.M. 
